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Abstract 

In this paper, the organic pigments indigo and isatin were detected by high performance liquid chromatography 
(HPLC) in The Mural of Four Buddhas which is in Cave 3 from the ancient Chinese Tiantishan grottoes (Ming Dynasty, 
East Slope). By analysing the preservation conditions of the mural and the environmental conditions of the place 
where the Tiantishan grottoes are located, we speculated that the isatin detected in this mural was mainly produced 
by the oxidative decomposition of indigo by ozone  (O3), rather than by photodegradation of indigo. We have used 
theoretical calculation software Gaussian09 (G09) and Amsterdam Density Functional (ADF) module in the Amster-
dam Modeling Suite (AMS) software to simulate the reaction mechanism of  O3 oxidation of indigo, and the end 
products of the oxidation of the natural plant dye indigo by  O3 were identified as isatin,  C16H10N2O3 and  C8H6NO3 
using HPLC, fluorescence spectroscopy and high performance liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry(HPLC–MS). 
This finding confirmed the accuracy of the mechanism of indigo fading by  O3 oxidation. These findings provided a 
theoretical basis for subsequent research into the derivation of natural organic dyes in the face of increasing  O3 pollu-
tion and for better protection of valuable historical and cultural heritage such as ancient Chinese grottoes murals.
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Introduction
The Mural of Four Buddhas was created in the Ming 
Dynasty, and the second Buddha from right to left in 
this mural is elegantly coloured, with a naturalistic and 
realistic look, and even and strong lines that rise and fall 
and stutter, making it a masterpiece of the Ming dynasty 
and with high artistic value. Figures 1a and d showed the 
mural near the top of Cave 3 of the Tiantishan grottoes 
(Wuwei, China) before it was saved in another place, and 

with a huge earthen wall to shield it from the sun, and 
the mural of Four Buddha was in darkness most of the 
time. Figure  1b showed the second Buddha statue from 
right to left in Fig.  1a. In 1954 the Dunhuang Research 
Academy removed the mural for better conservation 
and sealed it in a wooden box for constant storage in 
the dark (as shown in Fig. 1c). Through our research, we 
found that the local inhabitants had a custom of burn-
ing incense and worshipping in the grottoes (as shown in 
Fig. 1a). In this process, a large amount of volatile organic 
compounds (VOCs) and nitrogen oxides (NOx) are pro-
duced [1, 2], and VOCs and NOx produce ozone when 
exposed to sunlight [3, 4]. Jia Weiping’s research also 
showed that the complex topography of Wuwei, China, 
where the Tiantishan grottoes are located, contains NOx 
and VOCs emitted from various sources and is prone to 
photochemical reactions leading to high levels of ozone 
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pollution, and his research showed that ozone pollution 
in Wuwei, China, has been increasing year on year since 
2015 [5].

In ancient times, the limitations of productivity and 
the pursuit of beauty led to the extraction of numer-
ous natural pigments and dyes from plants and animals 
[6–10]. Indigo is a natural organic pigment extracted 
from plants. According to the current literature, indigo 
is the oldest identified dye and it has been used world-
wide for over 3000  years [11, 12]. The deep, mysterious 
colour of indigo, which imparts a sense of sacred beauty 
and a sense of the work’s long history, is often used in 
the production of paintings and murals. Indigo is usually 
extracted from the blue grasses of Isatis indigotica For-
tune, Strobilanthes cusia (Nees) Kuntze, Polygonum tinc-
torium Ait, and Indigofera tinctoria Linn [13, 14], all of 
which are grown in China. In India, the Philippines, the 
USA, and Europe, the tropical plant Indigofera tinctoria 
Linn is commonly used to extract indigo, while in Japan, 
indigo is mainly extracted through Polygonum tincto-
rium Ait.

Some studies have detected the presence of indigo in 
Western wall paintings, but there are few studies on the 
use of indigo in ancient Chinese grottoes murals [15–17]. 
The degradation mechanism and products of indigo 
under natural light and ultraviolet light have been studied 
extensively, and it is generally accepted that isatin is one 
of the products of photodegradation of indigo [18–21], 
the photodegradation products of indigo were studied 
by Wikos et al. using HPLC–MS and they also identified 
seven other degradation products other than isatin in 
the photodegradation products of indigo [22]. N. Tello-
Burgos et  al. used different detection methods to study 
the possible degradation pathways and degradation prod-
ucts of indigo [23]. In addition to indigo, some research 
has been carried out on keto and leuco forms of indigo 
[24, 25]. Daniel GrosJea et al. used mass spectrometry to 
make a preliminary guess at the mechanism of the reac-
tion between  O3 and indigo molecules and identified 
isatin as one of the reaction products, but the study could 
not explain why  O3 tends to add to C=C in the indigo 
molecule and failed to identify further pathways for 

Fig. 1 a The Mural of Four Buddhas, the flotsam shown in the top left of this picture is the black flotsam produced by local people when they burn 
incense and worship; b The second Buddha from right to left in The Mural of Four Buddhas; c Conditions of off-site conservation of The Mural of 
Four Buddhas (darkness); d Exterior view of the location of Cave 3 in the Tiantishan Grottoes
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the reaction of  O3 with indigo [26]. Some research into 
the molecular structure and properties of organic pig-
ments has been carried out [27–29]. This paper applied 
HPLC to successfully detect the organic pigment indigo 
in The Mural of Four Buddha (Ming Dynasty), further 
demonstrated the use of indigo in ancient Chinese grot-
toes murals. And we analyzed the molecular structure, 
the average local ionization energy (ALIE), the front-
line molecular orbitals, the Fukui and condensed Fukui 
functions, the dual descriptor(DD) and the condensed 
dual descriptor(CDD) of the indigo molecule using G09 
at a higher level (M062X/6–311 + g(d,p)) [30–34], Mul-
tiwfn_3.8_bin_Win64 [35], VMD193 [36]. It clearly 
explained the reason of  O3 reacting with the C=C in the 
indigo molecule in an electrophilic addition reaction. 
On this basis, we further simulated the reaction process 
of indigo and  O3 at the GGA: PBE/DZP level using ADF 
and obtained a possible reaction pathway [37–41], then 
the reaction pathway was verified by experiments, which 
finally established the reaction mechanism of indigo with 
 O3.

Materials and instruments
Materials
Blue mural sample of The Mural of Four Buddhas in 
Tiantishan grottoes (from Dunhuang Research Academy, 
Dunhuang, China), Indigo (HPLC ≥ 98.70%, Chengdu 
Manster Biotechnology Co., Ltd., Chengdu, China), Isatin 
(AR, Shanghai Maclean Biochemical Technology Co., 
Ltd., Shanghai, China), Methanol (HPLC grade), Acetoni-
trile (HPLC grade), Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) (HPLC 
grade), Ultrapure Water.

Instruments
Waters 2487 HPLC (Chromatographic Conditions A: 
CAPCELL PAK C18 MGIIS-5 column, acetonitrile and 
water as mobile phases, flow rate 0.55 ml/min, gradient 
elution (0–10  min, 18.2%  CH3CN; 10–20  min,  CH3CN 
increased linearly from 18.2% to 72.7%; 20–60 min, 72.7% 
 CH3CN; 60–70  min,  CH3CN decreased linearly from 
72.7% to 18.2%), detection wavelength 254  nm, column 
temperature 35 °C; Chromatographic Condition B: CAP-
CELL PAK C18 MGIIS-5 column, methanol and water 
as mobile phases (methanol: water = 60%:40%), flow rate 
0.5 ml/min, detection wavelength 287 nm, column tem-
perature 35 °C). Fluorescence-phosphorescence spectro-
photometer (PerkinElmer LS-55) (excitation wavelength 
330  nm, excitation wide slit size 15 um, emission slit 
width 10 um). Ultimate 3000 UHPLC—Q Exactive Liquid 
Mass Spectrometer (Thermo Scientific, US) (ion source: 
HESI, sheath gas rate: 40 arb, auxiliary gas rate: 10 arb, 
spray voltage: positive ion 3.8 kV, capillary temperature: 
320  °C, auxiliary gas temperature: 300  °C, S-lens. 50%, 

scan mode: fullms/dd-ms2 top10, collision voltages: 
NCE15, 30, 45).

OG-50A Ozone Generator (Guangzhou Quanju Ozone 
Technology Co., Ltd., Guangzhou, China). Model TH-
150A Intelligent Medium Flow Rate Air Sampler (Wuhan 
Tianhong Instruments Co., Ltd., Wuhan, China). Gauss-
ian 09. Multiwfn_3.8_bin_Win64. VMD193. ADF2022.

Methods
Collection of mural sample
One blue mural sample (0.0137 g) of The Mural of Four 
Buddhas in Tiantishan grottoes was collected from the 
blue area of the second Buddha from right to left, cover-
ing an area of approximately 0.33  cm2. A picture of the 
sample studied is in Additional file 1: Figure S1.

Pre‑treatment of mural sample
1. Place the mural sample in a test tube and add 2 ml of 
DMSO (HPLC grade) to the tube; 2. Grind and mash 
the mural sample with a glass rod; 3. Shake the tube for 
30  min to dissolve the organic pigments in the DMSO 
solution; 4. Leave to settle; 5. Transfer the supernatant to 
a 2 ml volumetric flask and subsequently fix the volume 
to 2 ml with DMSO; 6. Filter the solution using nylon 66 
(0.45um) prior to injection.

Experimental methods
The chromatograms of The Mural of Four Buddhas 
sample were measured using a Waters 2487 HPLC and 
Chromatographic Conditions A. The indigo and isatin 
standards were then tested under the same chromato-
graphic conditions, and the organic pigments used in The 
Mural of Four Buddhas were identified by comparing the 
chromatograms of the sample with those of the indigo 
and isatin standards. Two glass-fiber sampling mem-
branes A and B, each uniformly covered with 40  mg of 
indigo standard, were exposed to air and  O3 at a flow rate 
of 100 L/min for 2.5  h under the action of the sampler. 
The experiments were carried out in the darkness and 
the  O3 was prepared by an  O3 generator at a rate of 10 
 m3/h and released uniformly into the room environment. 
When the reaction was finished, we took 1/4 of the sam-
pling film A and B respectively, dissolved the indigo with 
DMSO, and fixed the volume to 100 ml. The difference in 
colour between the DMSO solution of indigo made from 
indigo after a 2.5 h reaction with air, the DMSO solution 
prepared from indigo after a 2.5 h reaction with  O3, and 
the standard solution of 0.1 mg/ml indigo was observed 
to determine initially whether a reaction had occurred. 
The DMSO solution of indigo after reaction with air and 
 O3 was then detected by HPLC, Fluorescence Spectrom-
etry, and HPLC–MS.
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Calculation method
The geometric configuration of indigo was optimized at 
the M062X/6–311 + g(d,p) level using the DFT method. 
On this basis, the ALIE, front-line orbitals, Fukui func-
tions, DD, condensed Fukui functions, and CDD of 
indigo were analyzed using Multiwfn and VMD, and the 
front-line molecular orbitals of  O3 were also analyzed. 
These works were used to predict the type of reaction 
and reaction sites for the reaction of indigo with  O3. 
After this, the geometrical configuration of the structur-
ally optimised indigo molecule was imported into the 
ADF, and a flexible scan of its reaction with  O3 at the 
GGA: PBE/DZP level was carried out, a frequency analy-
sis of the possible transition states was carried out and 
an IRC analysis based on the transition states was per-
formed. We also calculated the Gibbs free energies of the 
reactants, products, and different intermediates in differ-
ent reaction pathways, and finally determined the reac-
tion mechanism of the reaction of indigo with  O3. All 

the above operations refer to the ground state molecule 
under dark conditions.

Results and discussion
Analysis of organic pigment composition in The Mural 
of Four Buddhas from Chinese Tiantishan grottoes
HPLC analysis was carried out on the sample of The 
Mural of Four Buddhas from the Tiantishan grottoes 
using a Waters 2487 HPLC instrument and Chroma-
tographic Conditions A. The presence of the organic 
pigment indigo and the organic pigment isatin in this 
sample was determined by comparison with pigment 
standards (Fig.  2d). In ancient China, isatin was not 
used to paint murals, and in order to make the pigment 
firmly adhere to the ground layer, people would mix 
the pigment with colloid and apply it to the ground 
layer. So the reduction method, as one of the meth-
ods of dyeing textiles, was not suitable for the mural 
sample we studied. Therefore, we believed that the 

Fig. 2 a 0.1 mg/ml DMSO solution of the indigo standard; b 10 mg of indigo dissolved in 100 ml of DMSO after 2.5 h contact with air at a flow rate 
of 100 L/min; c Indigo DMSO solution of 10 mg of indigo dissolved in 100 ml of DMSO after 2.5 h contact with  O3, the  O3 flow rate was 100 L/min; d 
HPLC of The Mural of Four Buddhas, indigo standard and isatin standard, measured under the parameters of Chromatographic Condition A
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organic pigment isatin can be detected in blue mural 
sample was the result of the decomposition of indigo 
molecules, and no or only a very small amount of the 
indigo radical and the leuco form were involved in this 
process.

The analytical methods used in this section were 
repeated, with each sample and standard being 
repeated three times (or more) at the time of detec-
tion, and the relative standard deviations for retention 
time and peak area were less than 2%.

Analysis of the molecular structure of indigo
Additional file  1: Figure S2a shows the structural for-
mula of the indigo molecule and Additional file 1: Fig-
ure S2b illustrates the molecular structure and optimal 
geometrical configuration of the indigo molecule cal-
culated using the G09 at the level of the M062X/6–
311 + g(d,p), the main structural parameters of which 
are presented in Additional file  1: Table  S1. Structur-
ally, the indigo molecule is a centrosymmetric, non-
polar molecule belonging to the  C2h point group, and 
the out-of-nuclear electrons of each atom form a rela-
tively stable large π-bond on the surface of the indigo 
molecule. The "H-chromophore" structure in the 
indigo molecule (Additional file 1: Figure S2c) is widely 
believed to be responsible for the deep blue colour of 
indigo [42, 43]. The N atoms in the H-chromophore 
give electrons because it is weakly bound to the elec-
trons outside the nucleus of their own atom, while the 
O atoms in the carbonyl group get electrons because 
it is more attractive to electrons and is called electron 
acceptor.

Mechanism of the electrophilic addition reaction of  O3 
with C=C in the indigo molecule
ALIE analysis of indigo molecules
ALIE was first proposed by Per Sjoberg [44], ALIE is cal-
culated as follows:

Where ρ_i(r) is the electron density of the i-th molecu-
lar orbital at r, |ε_i| is the absolute value of the energy of 
the i-th molecular orbital, which can be considered as the 
ionisation energy of the electrons in the i orbital, and ρ(r) 
is the total electron density at position r. A smaller ALIE 
value at a point on the surface of a molecule means that 
the average energy of the electrons at that point is higher 
and more active and that the atoms adjacent to it are 
more likely to become reaction sites for electrophilic and 
radical reactions. Since  O3 are more oxidising and more 
prone to nucleophilic reactions, the smaller the ALIE 
value on the surface of the indigo molecule the easier it is 
for  O3 to attack it when it reacts with  O3. Figure 3 dem-
onstrates the average local ionisation energy distribution 
on the surface of the indigo molecule. The cyan spheres 
represent the minimal values points of ALIE on the sur-
face of the indigo molecule, and the smaller ALIE values 
represented by the blue areas can be seen in the figure 
distributed near the benzene ring, C=C and N atoms, 
indicating that these positions have a greater potential to 
be attacked by  O3. Additional file 1: Table S2 shows the 
statistics of the ALIE sites on the surface of the indigo 
molecule. From the data in the table, it can be seen that 
the ALIE values around sites 2, 8, 12, 17, and 23 are rela-
tively lower and close to each other, and the reaction sites 

(1)ALIE(r) =
∑

[i]ρ_i(r) ∗ |ε_i|/ρ(r)

Fig. 3 ALIE analysis of the surface of indigo molecules
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for the electrophilic reaction of the indigo molecule are 
most likely to be located at C5&C5’, C2&C2’, N1&N1’ 
atoms which are close to them.

Frontline molecular orbital analysis of indigo molecules
Frontline molecular orbital theory states that the elec-
trons in the outermost orbital, the highest occupied 
orbital (HOMO), and the lowest vacant orbital (LUMO), 
play a major role in the chemical reaction of a molecule. 
When two molecules react, electrons are transferred 
from the HOMO of one molecule to the LUMO of the 
other molecule, the direction of the electron transfer 
being determined by the smallest energy level differ-
ence. Additional file 1: Figure S3 shows the positions of 
the electrons in the HOMO and the LUMO of the indigo 
and  O3. Where the electrons in the HOMO of the indigo 
molecule are mainly present in the C=C, N atoms, and 
the C atoms on the benzene ring, and the electrons in the 
LUMO are mainly present in the C atoms of C=C and 
the C atoms adjacent to its O atoms. The electrons in the 
LUMO are more evenly distributed among the three O 
atoms.

Analysis of the Fukui function and the condensed Fukui 
function of the indigo molecule
The Fukui function was proposed by Parr and Yang in 
1984 and it has been widely used to study the reaction 
sites at which chemical reactions occur [45, 46]. The spe-
cific expressions are:

where N represents the current number of electrons in 
the system, μ is the electrostatic potential of the system 

(2)f (r) = [∂µ/∂ν]N = [∂ρ(r)/∂N ]ν(r)

and ν(r) is the attraction potential of the nucleus for elec-
trons. This is usually simplified when using the Fukui 
function as:

The magnitude of f −(r) represents the change in elec-
tron density at each position as the molecule is attacked 
by an electrophilic reagent, with larger values indicat-
ing that the position is more vulnerable to attack by 
the electrophilic reagent. To visualise the distribution 
of the Fukui function on the surface of the indigo mol-
ecule we have made an isosurface diagram of the Fukui 
function on the surface of the indigo molecule (Addi-
tional file  1: Figure S4) (we only look at the area cov-
ered by the green part of the diagram), the more an 
atom is covered by the equivalence surface of the Fukui 
function f −(r), the more likely it is to be attacked by 
electrophilic reagents, and C5&C5’ on the benzene 
ring and C=C and N atoms are more susceptible to  O3 
attack. To further verify the accuracy, the abbreviated 
Fukui function was calculated by contracting the Fukui 
function specifically to the atoms and the values are 
tallied in Additional file  1: Table  S3. From Additional 
file  1: Table  S3, the f − values for C=C, N atoms, and 
C5&C5’ on the benzene ring are the highest (although 
the value of the condensed Fukui function for O atom is 
higher than that for C atoms on C=C and C5&C5’ and 

(3)
Electrophilic Reactions : f −(r) = ρN (r)− ρ(N−1)(r) ≈ ρHOMO(r)

(4)
Nucleophilic Reactions : f +(r) = ρ(N+1)(r)− ρN (r) ≈ ρLUMO(r)

(5)

Pro− radical Reactions : f 0(r) =
[

f +(r)+ f −(r)
]

/2

≈

[

ρHOMO(r)+ ρLUMO(r)
]

/2

Fig. 4 oxidative decomposition of indigo by  O3
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N atoms on the benzene ring, the O atoms are more 
strongly bound to the electrons outside the nucleus 
and are less likely to lose electrons, so these positions 
are less susceptible to oxidation and are unlikely to be 
a reaction site for the reaction between indigo and  O3, 
further verifying the accuracy of Fukui function analy-
sis was further verified.

DD analysis and CDD analysis of indigo molecules
DD proposed by Morell, Grand, and Toro-Labbé in 
2005 is also a method that is commonly used to predict 
reaction sites [47] and is relatively more effective than 
any other method. It is calculated as follows:

The regions with negative DD values are vulnerable 
to electrophilic attack and those with positive values 
are vulnerable to nucleophilic attack. To better observe 
the distribution of the DD on the surface of the indigo 
molecule we have made an isosurface diagram of the 
DD on the surface of the indigo molecule (Additional 
file 1: Figure S5), the green part represents positive DD 
values and the blue part represents negative DD values, 
where the greater the extent of the isosurface covered 
by negative DD values, the more vulnerable to electro-
philic attack. The N1&N1’, C atoms on the benzene ring 

(6)

f (2)(r) = f +(r) −− f −(r) = ρN+1(r) − 2ρN (r)

+ ρN−1(r) ≈ ρLUMO(r) − ρHOMO(r)

and C=C position are more susceptible to attack by  O3. 
To further verify the accuracy, the reduced Fukui func-
tion was calculated by contracting the Fukui function 
specifically to the atoms, and the values are tabulated 
in Additional file  1: Table  S4. From Additional file  1: 
Table  S4, the N atoms, the C atoms on the benzene 
ring and the C atoms on C=C have the most negative 
CDD values, further validating the accuracy of the DD 
analysis.

Analysis of the reaction pathway of indigo molecules 
with  O3
The above predictions for the sites of electrophilic reac-
tions in indigo suggest that the C=C and N atoms in the 
indigo molecule are the most likely sites for reactions 
with the  O3 molecule, and for this reason, we have car-
ried out simulations to verify this conclusion, and ana-
lysed the reaction process for both reaction pathways, as 
shown in Fig. 4.

The attack of  O3 on the C=C of the indigo molecule and 
the formation of isatin and Criegee radicals is the main 
pathway for the oxidative decomposition of indigo by  O3, 
as the reaction does not need to cross the reaction energy 
barrier and the energy of the system continues to decrease 
throughout the reaction, which proceeds completely spon-
taneously. The O atoms of the  O3 molecule attack the C 
atoms on the C=C of the indigo molecule in a direction 
perpendicular to the plane of the indigo molecule at dis-
tances ranging from 2.10 Å to 1.2 Å. During the attack of 

Fig. 5 Changes in Gibbs free energy during the oxidative decomposition of indigo by  O3, where the grey line represents the process of  O3 
attacking C = C and the red line represents the process of  O3 attacking N atoms
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the O atoms on the C atom, the O atoms at the ends of 
the  O3 molecule first combine with the C=C of the indigo 
molecule to form a five-membered ring, and O1 of the 
original  O3 molecule breaks with  O2, followed by a C–C 
break to form an isatin molecule and criegee radical, as 
shown in Additional file 1: Figure S6a. The more the Gibbs 
free energy of the reaction system is reduced, the easier the 
reaction proceeds, given the same temperature, entropy, 
pressure, and volume. The Gibbs free energy of the reac-
tion process was calculated for the reactants, products, 
and major intermediates at 298  K, 1  atm, using ADF at 
the GGA: PBE/DZP level and the change in Gibbs free 
energy of the reaction process is shown in Fig.  5. At the 
end of the reaction, the O atom with a single electron in 
the Criegee radical approaches the H atom attached to the 
N atom to form an intramolecular interaction, resulting in 
a more stable structure of the Criegee radical, which then 
otherwise traps an H atom to produce the final product 
with the molecular formula  C8H6NO3, the structure of 
which is shown in Additional file 1: Figure S6b. The elec-
trostatic potential of the reaction product  C8H6NO3 is 
calculated and plotted at the M062X/6–311 + g(d,p) level 
using software such as G09,Multiwfn_3.8_bin_Win64 and 
VMD193 (Additional file 1: Figure S7). As shown in Addi-
tional file 1: Figure S7,  C8H6NO3 is not a simple structure 
of R-O–O•, and the electrostatic potential near the oxygen 
atom containing a single electron is very small, while the 
electrostatic potential near the H atom connected with 
the N atom is very high, so the oxygen atom with a sin-
gle electron and the H atom connected with the N atom 
will approach each other to form intramolecular hydrogen 
bonds under electrostatic action, which makes the struc-
ture relatively stable.

During the reaction of the  O3 molecule attacking the 
N atoms in the indigo molecule, we searched for a possi-
ble transition state structure during the reaction (shown 
in Additional file  1: Figure S6c) and performed a fre-
quency analysis of the transition state at the GGA: PBE/
DZP level, and found that the transition state has only 
one imaginary frequency and its vibrational direction is 
stretching along the N–O. The vibrational mode is con-
sistent with our expectations, indicating that the transi-
tion state is structurally sound. During this reaction, one 
O atom at each end of the  O3 molecule is preferentially 
bonded to the N atom, which requires crossing the reac-
tion energy barrier of 3.67 kcal/mol. The other O atom at 
each end of the  O3 molecule then snatches the H atom 
originally attached to the N atom to form O–H. Subse-
quently, both O1 and O2 of the original  O3 molecule split 
to form a  HO2

. and  C16H9N2O3 radical (shown in Addi-
tional file  1: Figure S6d), this  C16H9N2O3 radical then 
otherwise captures an H atom to form the final product 
with the molecular formula  C16H10N2O3, whose structure 
is shown in Additional file 1: Figure S6e. The Gibbs free 
energy of the reaction process was calculated using ADF 
at the GGA: PBE/DZP level for the reactants, products, 
and transition state structures under the same environ-
mental conditions, and the change in Gibbs free energy 
of the reaction process is shown in Fig. 5.

The above reactions take place in the dark and are the 
reaction of the ground state indigo molecule with  O3.

Verification of the reaction mechanism by experiment
As shown in Fig. 2b, when the air was exposed to indigo 
at a constant flow rate for 2.5 h the colour of indigo barely 
changed and was subsequently dissolved in DMSO and 

Fig. 6 a HPLC of indigo before and after reaction with  O3 and HPLC of isatin; b Fluorescence spectrum of indigo before and after reaction with  O3 
and fluorescence spectrum of isatin
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Fig. 7 a Mass spectra of indigo molecules detected in indigo standard solution; b Mass spectra of residual indigo molecules detected in indigo 
solution after reaction with  O3; c Mass spectra of product isatin molecules detected in indigo solution after reaction with  O3; d Mass spectra of 
product  C8H6NO3 detected in indigo solution after reaction with  O3; e Mass spectra of product molecules  C16H10N2O3 detected in indigo solution 
after reaction with  O3
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detected by HPLC and fluorescence-phosphorescence 
spectrophotometry, no new chromatographic or fluores-
cence peaks were found, thus indicating that the effect of 
air on indigo was almost negligible. After  O3 was exposed 
to indigo at a constant flow rate for 2.5 h and dissolved in 
DMSO, the colour of the indigo solution changed more 
significantly (as shown in Fig. 2c). The standard solution 
of indigo at 0.1 mg/ml and the DMSO solution of indigo 
reacted with  O3 for 2.5 h were analysed by HPLC using 
a Waters 2487 HPLC instrument and Chromatographic 
Conditions B (as shown in Fig. 6a), and only one peak was 
found at RT 14.90 min for the standard solution of indigo 
not reacted with  O3 (impurity peak at RT 5.7 min); while 
the DMSO solution of indigo reacted with  O3 was found 
to have three peaks at RT 9.43 min, RT 14.90 min, and RT 
16.31 min. The isatin standard was measured under the 
same chromatographic conditions and the peak with RT 
9.43 min was verified to be the isatin peak. The presence 
of isatin in the product of the reaction of indigo with  O3 
was confirmed.

The fluorescence spectrum of the solution prepared 
from the standard solution of indigo and the solution 
prepared from the reaction of indigo with  O3 was ana-
lysed at the same conditions (as shown in Fig. 6b). It was 
shown that there was no obvious fluorescence peak at 
around 410 nm for the standard solution of indigo, while 
there was an obvious fluorescence peak at around 410 nm 
for the solution of indigo reacted with  O3. We measured 
the fluorescence spectrum of the solution of isatin under 
the same conditions, and it can be seen from Fig. 6b that 
there is no fluorescence of isatin under these conditions, 
so it is presumed that the reaction of indigo with  O3 may 
result in the presence of other reaction products in addi-
tion to isatin.

The mass spectrometry of the standard solution 
of indigo showed only one molecular ion peak at 
[M +  H]+263 and identified the substance represented 
by this peak as an indigo molecule (as shown in Fig. 7a). 
Four molecular ion peaks were found at [M +  H]+148, 
[M +  H]+263, [M +  H]+165 and [M +  H]+279 after the 
reaction of indigo with  O3. The molecular ion peak at 
[M +  H]+148 was the molecular ion peak of isatin, and 
one of the products of the above reaction could be iden-
tified as isatin (as shown in Fig. 7c); [M +  H]+263 is the 
indigo molecule not involved in the reaction (as shown in 
Fig. 7b); [M +  H]+165 was the reaction product  C8H6NO3 
(as shown in Fig. 7d); [M +  H]+279 was another reaction 
product  C16H10N2O3 (shown in Fig. 7e). The above mass 
spectrometric results indicated that one of the products 
of the reaction of indigo with  O3 was isatin, and the other 
two products were organic molecules  C16H10N2O3 and 
 C8H6NO3. The reaction mechanism for the oxidative 

decomposition of indigo was successfully justified by the 
oxidation pathway of the organic pigment indigo in the 
 O3 environment.

The analytical methods used in this section were 
repeated, with each sample and standard being repeated 
three times (or more) at the time of detection, and the 
relative standard deviations for retention time and wave-
length of the fluorescence peak and peak area were less 
than 2%.

Conclusion
In this paper, the organic pigments indigo and isatin 
were successfully detected from The Mural of Four Bud-
dhas in Chinese Tiantishan grottoes by using HPLC. The 
reaction mechanism between indigo and  O3 was also 
theoretically analysed and experimentally verified. The 
M062X/6–311 + G(d,p) method was used to study the 
geometrical configuration of the indigo molecule, the 
ALIE, the frontline molecular orbital, the Fukui and con-
densed Fukui functions, the DD and the CDD. On this 
basis, it was justified that it is reasonable  O3 reacts with 
C=C in the indigo molecule in an electrophilic addition 
reaction, it was further shown that the other active site 
for the reaction of the indigo molecule with  O3 is on the 
N atom. Flexible scanning and transition state search of 
the  O3 oxidation of indigo molecules by the GGA: PBE/
DZP method in ADF, and it was found that there are two 
main reaction pathways for the oxidation of the organic 
pigment indigo by  O3: Pathway 1:  O3 attacks the C=C 
in the indigo molecule and generates the products isatin 
and  C8H6NO3; Pathway 2:  O3 attacks the N atoms in the 
indigo molecule to generate  C16H10N2O3 and  HO2

. and 
reaction pathway 1 is the main pathway. The reaction 
mechanism was verified by exposing indigo to  O3. The 
final products of  O3 oxidation of indigo was measured 
to be isatin and  C16H10N2O3 and  C8H6NO3 by HPLC, 
fluorescence-phosphorescence spectrophotometry and 
HPLC–MS. These findings provided a theoretical basis 
for subsequent research into the derivation of natural 
organic dyes in the face of increasing ozone pollution and 
for the better protection of valuable historical and cul-
tural heritage such as ancient Chinese grottoes murals.

Abbreviations
HPLC  High performance liquid chromatography
G09  Gaussian09
HPLC–MS  High performance liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry
VOCs  Volatile organic compounds
NOx  Nitrogen oxides
ALIE  The average local ionization energy
DD  The dual descriptor
CDD  The condensed dual descriptor
DMSO  Dimethyl sulfoxide
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Additional file 1: Figure S1.  A sample of the mural(0.0137 g, 0.33  cm2) 
used for this study, which comes from the blue area of the mural shown 
in Figure 1b. Due to the long history of The Mural of Four Buddhas, some 
areas of the mural had fallen off naturally. Carefully take off the blue 
mural residue (the mural sample we studied) with tweezer and put it in a 
sample tube for the next stage of the experiment. Figure S2. (a) Structural 
formula of the indigo molecule; (b) Geometric optimization of the indigo 
molecule at the M062X/6-311+g(d,p) level using G09 to obtain the opti-
mal geometric configuration; (c) "H-chromophore", which is commonly 
believed to be responsible for the colour development of the indigo 
molecule. Figure S3. HOMO, LUMO of indigo and  O3 calculated at the 
M062X/6-311+g(d,p) level. Figure S4.  Isosurface plot of the Fukui func-
tion on the surface of the indigo molecule, Isosurface = 0.004. Figure S5. 
Isosurface plot of the DD on the surface of the indigo molecule, Isosurface 
= 0.003. Figure S6. (a) Structure of the Criegee radical produced by C=C 
in an  O3 attack on an indigo molecule; (b) structure of  C8H6NO3, the more 
stable product resulting from the acquisition of an H atom by compound 
(a); (c) transition state produced by an N atom in an  O3 attack on an indigo 
molecule; (d) structure of the radical produced by an N atom in an  O3 
attack on an indigo molecule; (e) structure of  C16H10N2O3, the stable prod-
uct resulting from the acquisition of an H atom by compound (d). Figure 
S7.  Figure of the electrostatic potential of the reaction product  C8H6NO3 
from the oxidative decomposition of indigo by  O3 (the bluer the region 
where each atom is located, the more negative the electrostatic potential 
is, and the redder the region where each atom is located, the more posi-
tive the electrostatic potential is). Table S1. Main structural parameters 
of the indigo molecule. Table S2. Statistics of ALIE minima data on the 
surface of indigo molecules. Table S3. Statistical table of indigo molecular 
condensed Fukui functions. Table S4. Indigo molecular CDD statistics.
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